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Editorial by John O'Neill

The evenings are drawing in and gardens going
back to sleep.
Less distractions to prevent one going out to the
shed and send those shavings flying. Also its
time to think about turning pieces to fulfill the
christmas orders. This year will hopefully be
different to recent years so we are all probably
hoping for the return of craft fairs. I haven't yet
seen any Xmas fairs advertised yet but will
check the internet for these events and include
them in the newsletters.

Some of our colleagues have been out meeting the public, see pic above of Michael Fay and
Colum Murphy at the ploughing championships. The IWG stall was a success by all accounts
even if a bit on the damp side!
The national seminar is being held on 8th & 9th of October in Monaghan, great to see this event
returning.
Our own chapter has welcomed some new members during the year, great to see new turners
coming into the craft.
If there are any topics which our members would like to see covered in the newsletter please let
me know and I will try my best to oblige. If anyone has a topic of interest that they would like to
convert to an article write a few notes down (+pics if possible) and send it on to me for inclusion
in the newsletter. Many thanks to Pacelli and Rich for their articles in this months edition.
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September competition

1st advanced
David Sweeney

2nd advanced
Brendan Phelan

4th Advanced
Tony Hartney

1st Experienced
Vincent Whelan

3rd beginners
Declan Corrigan

4th Beginners
Ray Ivers

2nd artistic
Cecil Barron

1st artistic
Dermot Dooley

1st beginners
Charlie Byrne

2nd beginners
Claire Godkin
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4th Advanced
Tony Hartney

5th artistic
Colum Murphy

6th artistic
Sean Ryan

3rd artistic
Brendan Phelan

7th artistic
Ray Ivers

A small cylinderised blank, c100mm x c50mm dia. is mounted. All
4 jaws are given a squeeze to ensure a fully rounded hold.The
callipers are set for a compression hold. A very light traverse
satisfies Rich as to the circularity of the piece. A passing, but
significant ‘safety first’ tip: round off the sharp points on the leg
ends of the callipers,removing the risk of being spiked or the tool
catching. A very thin parting tool or hacksaw blade can be used
to separate the lid section from the body of the box. The tail stock
is now removed.
Keeping the lathe clean
From the outset, Rich was very clear that his comments and
suggestions would express his approach to the task. Others may
have different ideas and that’s ok.

4th artistic
Tony Hartney

Saturdays Demo by Rich Varney
Focus: 1. Keeping the lathe clean

2. Turning a small decorative box
Pics by John O'Neill Notes by Pacelli
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each pass, otherwise you will get ‘hills and dales’. A word about
already used abrasive: throw it out! Rich showed us his hands,
black with the stain of oil spray and filed metal. And that was using
brand new abrasive.
When Rich used the term ‘potentiometer’ I felt like phoning in sick!
Thank God for the bit of Latin I figured it meant ‘measurer of
power’. I understand it is a device which controls torque through
electrical resistance. The connection with clean air etc is obvious.
Should dust enter into such a unit you will straightaway begin to
have variable speed issues.
Note ( see separate article on the potentiometer)

Scroll chuck
The jaws are removed from the scroll chuck and the cleansing process employed, as described
earlier. Reassembly is fraught. The jaws must be replaced conforming to the numbers 1 to4
on the chuck body. Always start with no. 1. Rich gave a very useful tip: Write the number on
the outside of each jaw, with permanent marker or tippex, since otherise it can be pretty much
impossible to see each jaw number as stamped on the inside of the jaw. Choosing the right size
and form of jaw for the job. With all adjustable scrolls, there is really only one point at which the
hold will be fully circular. The callipers can then determine the required size of spigot or recess.
Safety First
As far as possible, never turn with the jaws protruding. a jaw could fly and take your head with
it!Scroll chuck
The jaws are removed from the scroll chuck and the cleansing process employed, as described
earlier. Reassembly is fraught. The jaws must be replaced conforming to the numbers 1 to4
on the chuck body. Always start with no. 1. Rich gave a very useful tip: Write the number on
the outside of each jaw, with permanent marker or tippex, since otherise it can be pretty much

The Chuck
The chuck mounted in the lathe is the 4 jaw Axminster version of the O’Donnell conical jaws. The
complete chuck is now removed. A hollowed mandril is an ideal place for dust and fine shavings
to hide. Do not throw out old toothbrushes, they are invaluable. Similarly, small paint brushes.
The tailstock is removed. Rich advises never to put oil on your lathe including the bed,
unlessyou remove it meticulously with kitchen tissue. The banjo needs to slide freely along the
bed. The nonoil approach would involve some very fine wire wool followed by 400 grit abrasive
and a fair consignment of elbow grease! A spray such as WD40 can give excellent results
provided that you carefully wipe off any excess. If your lathe can accept a bedextension , a fine
metal file and very fine abrasive can achieve perfect smoothness at the joining point. A small
paint brush can be effective for brushing away any dust.

Tailstock
Here Rich allowed himself to use light 3in1 lubricant spray but always wiping away any excess.
Extend the barrel fully. Work the barrel in and out a number of times. Finally wipe dry.
Genuine question: How often do these cleansing procedures need to be carried out? Answer:
As often as necessary!

Toolrest
File away any cuts along the resting edge. The full length of the rest needs to be involved on
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impossible to see each jaw number as stamped on the
inside of the jaw. Choosing the right size and form of jaw
for the job. With all adjustable scrolls, there is really only
one point at which the hold will be fully circular. The
callipers can then determine the required size of spigot or
recess.

Safety First
As far as possible, never turn with the jaws protruding. a
jaw could fly and take your head with
it!

Project: A small, decorative lidded box

To lead into this part of the demonstration, Rich spoke in
a general way about boxes. He first mentioned the
competition context. Any worthy piece will have no
scratches or tool marks. As a general rule, judges will
scutinise three aspects of a piece: form, function and
finish. Regarding finish, the judges will consider the
appropriateness of the finish (eg. a baby’s rattle with a
chemically stringent finish!) Finally, always remember to
put a painstakins amount of thought into the bottom of
the piece: it may be the first place a judge will look!

Lidfit is a vexed queston. Rich opts for a lid being able to
support the weight of the box. This lid question takes me
back to the late 90s in Terenure College. Three advanced
stalwarts put forward three distinct criteria.
A The lid should be able to be lifted off without the box
leaving the table,
B As above, the lid should support the box indefinitely, and
C The lid should cause the box to lift for a few moments and
then slide delicately back to the table!
At this point I felt like a student in a Rabbinical School!!

A small cylinderised blank, c100mm x c50mm dia. is
mounted. All 4 jaws are given a squeeze to ensure a fully
rounded hold.The callipers are set for a compression hold.
A very light traverse satisfies Rich as to the circularity of the
piece. A passing, but significant ‘safety first’ tip: round off
the sharp points on the leg ends of the callipers,removing
the risk of being spiked or the tool catching. A very thin
parting tool or hacksaw blade can be used to separate the
lid section from the body of the box. The tail stock is now
removed.
Hollowing
A narrow rebate needs to be left at the top of the box, upon

a damaged box
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which the lid will rest. marrying with a similar form on the inside
of the lid. Rich prefers to use a hollowing tool which has a
scraper style shaft with a screwin cutter. ‘You can be really quite
aggressive’. CAUTION! a modified small file can be quite
effective but the shaft is of brittle material which can snap without
warning!

Hollowing the lid
An angle is formed on the lid so that when the box is closed the
full circle of the two edges will be touching. Once lid and box are
an acceptable fit, Rich would leave the project for a couple of
days to relieve natural stresses. The top of the lid is enhanced
with concentric beads using the beading tool.
At this point, as long as time would allow, we were shown the
process of flocking.
Flock is a material much like crushed velvet,which, when treated
with an adhesive agent, eg, PVA, can be pumped into the box
and the inside of the lid. I’ve seen Rich doing all of this in a
demo, many moons ago. The final effect is very pleasing
indeed.
All in all a most interesting and educative morning.

Thank you Rich!
Pacelli O’Rourke

Michael tackled the subject of chasing threads for the woodturner.
The two main options when threading are 22 threads per inch or 16
TPI. His first bit of advice was that its better to start off with the
smaller thread, 22TPI. Thead tools normally come in pairs.
1 for the external or male side ( the 'bolt)' requiring an external

chaser.
2 for the internal or female side ( the 'nut') requiring an internal

chaser.
Michael advises that the tips of the tools be protected from
damage, encasing in a bit of PVC tubing does the trick.
A homemade threading tool can be made from a 6mm steel bolt
with 1/2 the top cut away exposing the threads. This tool shown in
use in the image on the right.
One could also use a tapping tool as used for making threads in
metal, the two opposite 'wings' of the tool to be filed away if tool to
be use for threading by the woodturner.
Two woodturners who Michael learned a lot from are Bill Jones and
Alan Batty. Bill Jones was the last of five generations of wood and

Wednesday 7th September
Topic Chasing threads
Demonstrator Michael Fay
Notes & pics by John O'Neill
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ivory turners. His father and grandfather specialised in
turning chesspieces using ivory and bone ( called bone
grubbers in London at the time) and Bill followed in the
family tradition, check youtube for 'Bill Jones Turner'.
Image on right is of Ivory Staunton Chessmen by Bill
Jones.
Alan Batty was a great source of knowledge on thread
chasing for Michael, google ' An Audience with Allan
Batty' for a great video on Alan. On youtube search for
'thread chasing Alan Batty' for good videos on how a
master does it!. Here is a pdf ducument from Alan on
the subject
'https://www.woodturnerscatalog.com/docs/batty_thread
_chasing.pdf'

Not every wood is good for threading, Boxwood is one
of the best but not if wood too dry. Particularly
recommended is a part of the monkey puzzle tree, the
bit on the underside of the branch where it leaves the
trunk. This is compressed by the weight of the branch
rendering it dense enough for threading.
Laburnum is also good for threading.
The peak of the thread is formed to a point so punky
less dense wood not suitable for the task. The grain has
to be tight in order to get good resilient threads.

L shaped tool for holding threading
tool

Pewter is another good material which is good for threading.
Pewter is a soft metal, easily turned but definitely wear eye
protection.

Then it was time to get down to threading. The external thread
is easiest to do. Chamfer the end of the piece to allow easier
lead in for the threading device. Using the L shaped tool as
'tool rest' for the threading tool ( as in picture on left) go straight
in with a light touch, using finger to guide the tool and keep it in
place. Its all about getting the speed right, a low turning speed
of around 300 rpm works best and slow steady push on the
threading tool. Cut on centre and start cutting at slight angle ,
when the tool digs in and starts cutting straighten it up and
move in along the piece.The rhythm has to be perfect for good
threads, practise will be required to master the art!
Two problems which can happen are:
1. double start threads, caused by forward motion being too

slow.
2. Disappearing threads, forward motion too fast and strips the

threads off the piece.
On the left is an example of practise threads produced by
Michael on the day. Notice the 'escape' groove at the end of
thread which is put there to allow the turner to withdraw the
tool before it rams against the end of the shaft and strips the
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threads. This end escape groove is a key essential to
allow proper thread chasing, this groove can sometimes
be seen on bolts. It allows you a bit of time to remove
the chasing tool before your good work is undone.
When doing the receiver side threads similar rules
apply, the groove at end wall of the shaft has to be cut
to allow 'escaping' of the threading tool.

Internal thread turning with tool made
from bolt

This grove has to be turned when doing internal and external threads as shown in the drawings
above, an overhang tool is required to turn the notch on the internal piece.

Michael turned a few threads for the audience to see the process, years of practise made it look
easy. I suspect there will ba a few of us trying out threading in the future.

Thanks for a great demo MIchael.

successful threading result Michaels boxes with threads Nut and bolt piece made
from commercial plastic

left pic, a
lidded box
with
threaded
pewter
collar

pic right, a
lidded box
with screw
on lid
left,
cutting the
escape
notch
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During my demo at the September meeting I mentioned that I had
replaced a faulty potentiometer in my lathe. This is the small device that
sits behind the speed dial in the control box of lathes with an electronic
variable speed control. My problem was that the lathe speed was
changing without me moving the dial and this was either due to dust
getting into the potentiometer or more likely wear and tear.
Example of a potentiometer on right (often referred to as a 'pot').

Potentiometers by Rich Varney

The resistance between the terminals on the
potentiometer changes as the dial is turned. The
resistance is measured by the electronics in the lathe
which adjust the speed of the motor accordingly. I said
that the exact rating of the potentiometer is not
important. By this I meant the maximum resistance of the
device. This figure is measured in Ω (ohms) and might
typically have values that range from 50Ω to 5kΩ or
more. I would however suggest a replacement
potentiometer that has a maximum resistance that is
fairly close to the original (say within ±50%). So for

example it would be fine to replace a 4.7kΩ potentiometer with a 5kΩ, but I would not
recommend replacing it with a 100Ω. .
Importantly, I neglected to mention that rotary potentiometers come in two flavours, Linear and
Logarithmic. This refers to how the resistance changes as the dial is turned.
As you can see from the graph, a linear potentiometer will change resistance evenly as the dial
is turned whereas a logarithmic potentiometer will change resistance gradually at one end of the
dial and more quickly at the other end of the dial.

Logarithmic potentiometers are widely used in audio applications, such as in the volume knob in
a stereo system and so are commonly available. For your lathe speed control it is important to

use a linear potentiometer.
If you accidentally use a logarithmic potentiometer instead of a
linear one, the lathe will still work and the dial will change the
speed. However the speed changes will be very gradual at one end
of the dial and far more abrupt at the other end of the dial.

Thanks to Mark Daly for reminding me about the potential for this
problem.

Of course your lathe manufacturer should be able to help advise on the replacement part should
you ever need to do this and I would always advise contacting them in the first instance. RS in
Rialto stock a wide range of potentiometers.. https://ie.rsonline.com/

Finally ,the usual caveats and warnings about invalidating warranty and electrical safety if you
are planning on opening the control box to your lathe.

pic equivalent circuit for a
pot
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Wood is our raw material, in the age of plastic and tupperware a well
turned wooden bowl, platter or box never fails to delight the audience. It is
not just a visual experience but also a tactile one.
It all begins with chosing the best piece of wood for the project. There are
many sources for this wood including:
1..Buy an air or kiln dried blank, may be the most costly option but

guaranteed to provide you with a 'sure thing', sets of these blanks

Wood for turning
by John O'Neill

can be bought which should reduce the cost per
item. As blanks increase in size the cost goes
higher!

2.. Purchase, obtain, 'rescue' wood in its raw state, i.e
trees which have fallen or been cut down and
unprocessed. This method requires some

knowledge and carefull handling in order to produce
woodturning material safely and to get good results.
Normally turners use fallen timber but we haven't had a
good storm for a while. Note, in Ireland one needs a
felling license when cutting down trees in a forest. In
general trees outside of the forestry area can be cut

down but there are still a few caveats to be considered, google "teagasc tree felling topics legal"
to find out more.
One of the biggest 'fellers' of trees are our local authorities, the city corporations and county
councils. These organisations cut down thousands of tree a year. It may be difficult to find
someone who is willing or has the authority to give you the nod to take the wood but one can
always take a chance when you see trees being cut down and ask the lads on site for some
wood, a couple of shillings for a few pints may sweeten the deal!
Its crucial to get the wood before its cut into fireplace length logs which are useless to the
woodturner. The OPW manage many of our big estates and parkland and should be a good
source for 'raw' wood, its depends on who you talk to on the day. They won't let you unless your
fully trained, certified and insured.
The wood has to be cut correctly for woodturning (always follow safety guidelines with
chainsaws and if you're a novice seek some training).
Wood cut during the winter has a much lower moisture content and will be more compacted than
wood cut in late spring or summer.
The pith should be removed as its one of the main causes or cracking as the wood around the
pith begins to shrink while pith is solid and shrinks less.
Check for barb wire, nails & bullets and remove as much as possible to prevent damage to your
favourite bowl gouge. Cut the blanks bigger than required to allow for removal of damaged
wood later. Seal the wood as soon as its cut, poly bond or other sealer liberally applied.
Wood can be rough turned and put away in bags packed with the shavings to allow dry over
time, rough turned blank should be left 34 times the expected end thickness. Use the tailstock to
secure the blank as it will be out of balance and blank should be securely mounted in
headstock. Be prepared to spend time cleaning the slurry off your tools, lathe and clothes.
Check the drying blanks every few months and pour superglue into any developing cracks.
The praparation of wood is a vast topic and this article is just a taster on the business of
preparingwoodturning blanks from our 'raw' source, trees.

pic from Teagasc site
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Competition Pieces for remainder 2022
Artistic section is freeform and open to all.
November. Clock
December Christmas item

Demonstrators 2022
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I still need articles for the newsletter.
Not looking for novels but if you have learned or figured out
something or skill that may be useful to others, share it with

us!
Go on Google and research a topic of interest to wood

turners, then write about it.
Woodturners are always interested in how the other guy turns

his pieces so if you have something that you think may be
unique or novel jot down a few notes, take a few pictures and

send them on.
If anyone attends an event of interest to us turners, jot down a
few notes and take a few pictures and send it to me.

Interesting items from the web............................
Japanese woodturners
https://kogeijapan.com/locale/en_US/nagisorokurozaiku/
also search for 'NAGISO WOODTURNING Work' on youtube, notice the toolrest

https://www.lucidwoodturners.com/ group of woodturners using technology to advance the
craft

Design and craft gallery Kilkenny
Conjuring Form PORTFOLIO Critical Selection 2021225 August 2022 – 16 October 2022
https://www.ndcg.ie/exhibitions/portfolio202122

Woodturner near Waterford
https://www.fredomahonywoodturning.com/

Woodturner in Tralee, also sells tools and accessories
https://www.davidcondonwoodcraft.ie/




